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5 ABSTRACT: Unveiling the nature and the distribution of surface sites in
6 heterogeneous catalysts, and for the Phillips catalyst (CrO3/SiO2) in particular, is
7 still a grand challenge despite more than 60 years of research. Commonly used
8 references in Cr K-edge XANES spectral analysis rely on bulk materials (Cr-foil,
9 Cr2O3) or molecules (CrCl3) that significantly differ from actual surface sites. In
10 this work, we built a library of Cr K-edge XANES spectra for a series of tailored
11 molecular Cr complexes, varying in oxidation state, local coordination
12 environment, and ligand strength. Quantitative analysis of the pre-edge region
13 revealed the origin of the pre-edge shape and intensity distribution. In particular,
14 the characteristic pre-edge splitting observed for Cr(III) and Cr(IV) molecular
15 complexes is directly related to the electronic exchange interactions in the
16 frontier orbitals (spin-up and -down transitions). The series of experimental
17 references was extended by theoretical spectra for potential active site structures
18 and used for training the Extra Trees machine learning algorithm. The most
19 informative features of the spectra (descriptors) were selected for the prediction of Cr oxidation states, mean interatomic distances
20 in the first coordination sphere, and type of ligands. This set of descriptors was applied to uncover the site distribution in the Phillips
21 catalyst at three different stages of the process. The freshly calcined catalyst consists of mainly Cr(VI) sites. The CO-exposed catalyst
22 contains mainly Cr(II) silicates with a minor fraction of Cr(III) sites. The Phillips catalyst exposed to ethylene contains mainly
23 highly coordinated Cr(III) silicates along with unreduced Cr(VI) sites.

24 ■ INTRODUCTION

25 The Phillips catalyst, based on silica-supported Cr oxide (CrO3/
26 SiO2), is currently responsible for 30−40% of the world
27 production of high-density polyethylene.1 Despite its imple-
28 mentation for more than 60 years, the identification of surface
29 and active sites has remained a challenge and a highly debated
30 topic.2 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has received
31 significant attention as a spectroscopic means to elucidate the
32 structure of these sites.2i,3 Nevertheless, understanding the
33 spectroscopic signature of chromium surface sites is challenging
34 because of their unusual structural features.4 Commonly used
35 reference materials for comparative XAS analysis, such as Cr foil,
36 bulk oxides, and chlorides, greatly differ from actual surface sites
37 in terms of geometry and the nature of ligands attached to Cr.
38 Therefore, obtaining insight into fundamental factors affecting
39 the Cr K-edge XAS is critical for developing meaningful
40 structure−activity relationships.
41 X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) studies on
42 supported Cr(VI) oxides report a gradual shift of the Cr K-edge
43 position to lower energy upon contact with ethylene. In parallel,
44 the intense pre-edge feature typical for pseudotetrahedral
45 chromates is gradually replaced by two weak bands which
46 were assigned to the formation of reducedCr species, specifically

47Cr(II) sites, with oxygenated ethylene byproducts coordinated
48to Cr.3e,f,h,i,5 This process is further complicated by the fact that,
49after the induction period, the Cr(II) sites are proposed to
50reoxidize to Cr(III) under reaction conditions,2a,h,6 so that both
51Cr(II) and Cr(III) sites are proposed as key intermediates.
52 f1Figure 1 left illustrates significant changes in the pre-edge and
53edge region of the Cr K-edge XANES spectra of the Phillips
54catalyst, which are typically obtained at three different stages of
55activation:1b,2h,3d,i,5a,7 P1, after calcination; P2, after prereduc-
56tion with CO; and P3, after calcination and ethylene exposure at
57110 °C. In parallel, XAS studies focusing on olefin
58oligomerization show that the shapes of Cr K-edge XANES
59spectra are highly sensitive to the local environment and the
60ligand donor strength. In a series of Cr molecular complexes
61varying in ligand environment and L-type ligands,8 octahedrally
62coordinated CrCl3(L)x complexes with P-, S-, or N-type ligands
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63 in facial or meridional coordination environments show
64 significant differences in edge energies.
65 However, the sole use of the absorption edge energy for
66 calibration can sometimes be ambiguous: Mn(III) and Mn(V)
67 complexes can have similar absorption edge positions when
68 exchanging an azide ligand in Mn(III) to a nitrido ligand in
69 Mn(V) complexes.9 Several studies on other 3d metals also
70 show that pre-edge features are greatly affected by structural
71 parameters and oxidations states.10

72 Taking advantage of the high structural sensitivity of the pre-
73 edge shape in 3d metals, Wilke et al. established, already two
74 decades ago, an empirical methodology to extract structural
75 information from pre-edge features, where both the oxidation
76 state and the coordination number of Fe could be classified.11

77 These examples illustrate that pre-edge and near-edge XANES
78 features for 3d elements contain a lot of structural information.
79 However, the methods for analysis are still not ideal due to the
80 lack of theoretical background knowledge. Another limitation,
81 for Cr, is the lack of advanced molecular reference materials,
82 which makes it difficult to unambiguously assign highly
83 dispersed Cr surface species in the Phillips catalyst.
84 With the goal to decipher the nature of surface species in the
85 Phillips catalyst, we propose that an in-depth analysis of the pre-
86 edge and the Cr K-edge XANES spectra, obtained from a series
87 of tailored molecular complexes, would help to establish a
88 molecular-level understanding of the spectroscopic signatures of
89 Cr surface sites. Therefore, we first developed a series of tailored
90 molecular Cr complexes with a broad range of oxidation states
91 Cr(II) to Cr(VI)and coordination environments. While
92 focusing mainly on oxygen-based ligands due to their similarity
93 to the expected surface species, additional types of structures are
94 also examined to probe the effect of the ligand σ-donor strength.
95 XANES spectra of this series of molecular Cr complexes are
96 recorded at the K-edge and compared to DFT simulations to
97 carry out an in-depth orbital analysis and to establish
98 relationships between electronic structures and pre-edge
99 signatures. Further theoretical calculations address possible
100 active sites and reaction intermediates that can be encountered
101 on surfaces, but whose coordination environments are not
102 readily obtained via molecular chemistry. To improve the quality

103of the analysis and estimate possible uncertainties, we rely on
104supervised machine learning (ML) which was recently applied
105to a range of challenges covered by XAS.12 We reduced the
106dimensionality of the XANES spectra by selecting appropriate
107descriptors and the algorithm based on decision trees that was
108trained to predict oxidation states, interatomic distances, and
109types of ligands. The concept of descriptors allowed the
110calibration of systematic differences between calculations and
111experimental spectra based on the reference database of
112molecular complexes. Supervised ML and linear combination
113fitting allowed us to decipher the oxidation state for unknown
114mixtures of Cr surface species in the industrial Phillips catalyst at
115three different stages of activation, as shown in Figure
1161.1b,2h,3d,i,5a,7

117■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
118Synthesis and Structure of Molecular Cr Complexes.
119To mimic potential surface and active site structures in the
120Phillips catalyst, we focused on developing tailored, low-
121coordinate, and monomeric Cr(II−VI) tris-tert-butoxysiloxide
122complexes that can serve as a surrogate for surface siloxide
123 f2ligands (see Figure 2A). Since Cr(II) tris-tert-butoxysiloxide
124complexes are dimeric,13 we used 2,6-di-tert-butoxyphenoxide
125ligands in the presence of THF to obtain a monomeric
126[Cr(tBu2PhO)2(THF)2] complex [II.1] in exclusively oxygen
127environments. A similar approach with 4-methyl-2,6-di-tert-
128butoxyphenoxide ligands is reported in the open literature.14 In
129addition, the monomeric [Cr(acac)2]

15 complex [II.2] and the
130dimeric [Cr(μ-OSi(OtBu)3)(OSi(OtBu)3)]2

13 complex [II.3]
131were synthesized as a benchmark for the tris(tert-butoxysil-
132oxide) series. In contrast to the rather rare, monomeric Cr(II)
133complexes, Cr(III) siloxide and alkoxide based complexes are
134well established in the literature. In addition to the square-
135pyramidal [Cr(OSi(OtBu)3)3] complex [III.1], the trigonal-
136bipyramidal [Cr(OSi(OtBu)3)3THF2]

16 complex [III.2] was
137synthesized to investigate changes in the pre-edge as a function
138of the local environment. A more tetrahedral-like environment
139for the Cr(III) formal oxidation state [(K+K-222)(Cr−(OSi-
140(OtBu)3)4)] [III.3] was obtained by reacting [K+(Cr−(OSi-
141(OtBu)3)4)]

17 in the presence of Kryptofix-2,2,2 (K-222). The
142octahedrally coordinated [Cr(OCHMeCH2OMe)3]

18 complex
143[III.4] was chosen as a representative molecule with Oh
144symmetry. With respect to potential active site structures in
145Cr-based ethylene polarization, the trigonal [Cr(CHSiMe2)3]

19

146alkyl complex [III.5] was synthesized and included in the
147XANES analysis.
148We broadened the substrate scope for Cr(III) complexes by
149including the square-pyramidal [Cr(OSi(OtBu)3)3DME] com-
150plex [III.6] and the pseudo-octahedral polyhederal-oligosilses-
151quioxane [(cC5H9)7Si7O9(O)3Cr(THF)3] complex [III.7]. We
152completed the Cr(III) series by the analysis of the already
153known [Na(Cr(OSi(OSi(OtBu)3)4)]

17 [III.8], [Cr(acac)3]
154[III.9], and the dimeric [o-(Cr(OSiOtBu3)2)2]

13 [III.10]
155complexes. We included [Cr2O3], a classical reference
156compound, into the Cr(III) series to benchmark with previous
157studies. The series of Cr(IV) molecular complexes includes
158[Cr(OSi(OtBu)3)4] [IV.1], the isostructural [Cr(OtBu)4]

20

159[IV.2], and the corresponding Cr-alkyl complex [Cr-
160(CH2tBu)4]

21 [IV.3] in order to analyze changes in the Cr K-
161edge and pre-edge structure with increasing σ-donating ability of
162ligands in the absence of changes in the local environment.
163The mono-oxo [CrO(OSi(OtBu)3)3] complex [V.1] and
164the dioxo [CrO2(OSi(OtBu)3)2] complex [VI.1] are

Figure 1. (Left) Typical experimental Cr K-edge XANES spectra of the
Phillips catalyst at three different stages of the process. P1, after
calcination; P2, after prereduction with CO; P3, after calcination and
ethylene exposure at 110 °C. All raw data were kindly provided by
Groppo and collaborators as originally published.5a (Right) Three-step
strategy of this work to decipher the information content in the pre-
edge structure of the Phillips catalyst.
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165 developed as representative molecules of the Cr(V) and Cr(VI)
166 formal oxidation states, respectively.
167 The square-pyramidal [Na(CrO(CO2CMe2O)2]

22 com-
168 plex [V.2] and the classical Cr(VI) reference compounds
169 [Na2CrO4] and [K2CrO4] were additionally measured to extend
170 the analysis of the Cr-XANES spectra for high oxidation states.
171 Details regarding the synthesis and the characterization,
172 including X-ray crystallography, are described in the SI.
173 Qualitative Description on Changes in Spectroscopic
174 Features of Cr K-Edge XANES Spectra. Figure 2B displays
175 the series of XANES spectra of synthesized and commercially
176 available reference compounds. Figure 2C shows selected
177 XANES spectra of molecular complexes in the range of
178 Cr(II)−Cr(VI) oxidation states. The increase in oxidation
179 state results in a shift of the rising edge to higher energy from

1805999 to 6006 eV. The square-planar complex II.1 shows

181negligible pre-edge intensities below 5992 eV and a remarkably

182intense shoulder with a maximum at 5995.3 eV (marked with *)
183before the rising edge. This shoulder can be erroneously

184attributed to the pre-edge if compared to the Cr(VI) complex,

185but it originates mainly from a 1s to 4pz transition as discussed

186later in the next section. Such a shoulder is also marked for
187complex III.5 with a planar geometry.
188Pre-edge intensity increases along with the oxidation state as

189well as for tetrahedral-like geometries in IV.1−VI.1. Complex

190VI.1 displays themost intense pre-edge (Figure 2C). Complexes

191III.1 and IV.1 show a characteristic splitting in their pre-edge

192structure (indicated with ⧫) that unites into a single intense
193feature inV.1 and VI.1. This feature is strikingly pronounced for

Figure 2. (A) Molecular Cr(II−VI) complexes investigated experimentally in this work. (B) Experimental Cr K-edge XANES spectra of the series of
crystalline reference complexes. Complex II.1 and III.5 display an intense shoulder (*) before the rising edge. Note that Cr2O3 shows a similar
shoulder (*) in the pre-edge that arises from Cr−O−Cr long-range interactions and should therefore not be used as a reference for Cr(III) molecular
complexes (see Figure S14). (C) XANES spectra for selected molecular Cr complexes II.1−VI.1. Arrows indicate shifts of both the K-edge and pre-
edge toward higher energy. Complex II.1 displays the intense shoulder (*) before the rising edge, and complex III.1 shows a characteristic splitting (⧫)
in the pre-edge. (D) Effects of ligand field changes on the pre-edge shape and intensity in III.1−III.4. The appearance of the weak pre-edge feature in
the formally octahedral complexes III.4 (and III.7) is due to quadrupole transitions accompanied by small dipole contributions from distorted
centrosymmetric ligand fields. All complexes show the characteristic pre-edge splitting (⧫) independent of the ligand field. (E) Effects of the ligand σ-
donor strength on the edge and pre-edge features of tetrahedrally coordinated Cr(IV) complexes IV.1−IV.3. Strongly σ-donating alkyl ligands show
lower edge energies and higher pre-edge intensities.
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194 all examined Cr(III) complexes, regardless of the choice of the
195 ligand and the local environment.
196 To investigate the impact of the local environment on the pre-
197 edge structure, we compare four Cr(III) complexes. As indicated
198 in Figure 2D, the octahedral (Oh) III.4, square-base pyramidal
199 (C4v) III.1, trigonal-bipyramidal (D3h) III.2, and tetrahedral
200 (Td) III.3 complexes show a characteristic splitting in their pre-
201 edge structure independent of the local environment. The pre-
202 edge intensity is the lowest in the octahedral III.4 complex,
203 whereby both the intensity and the pre-edge splitting are more
204 pronounced in the square-pyramidal complex III.1 and the
205 tetrahedral complex III.3 when geometry deviates from
206 centrosymmetric coordination. Cr2O3 also displays a shoulder
207 in the pre-edge region, which can be misinterpreted as a pre-
208 edge splitting. However, the origin of this feature arises from
209 nonlocal pre-edge transitions mediated by Cr−O−Cr config-
210 urations and cannot be compared to molecular complexes (see
211 Figure S14).23

212 The third important effect, influencing the edge position and
213 the pre-edge shape, is the σ-donating ability of the ligands. We
214 investigated this influence on the Cr K-edge by comparing
215 XANES spectra of three tetrahedral Cr(IV) complexes with
216 siloxide (IV.1), alkoxide (IV.2), and alkyl (IV.3) ligands. As
217 indicated in Figure 2E, complex IV.1, with the least σ-donating
218 ligand, shows the highest edge energy. tert-Butyl alkoxide ligands
219 are slightly more σ-donating (basic), resulting in a small shift in
220 the Cr K-edge of 0.1 eV to lower energy. Complex IV.3,
221 surrounded by four neopentyl ligands, shows a by far greater
222 ligand influence. Such strongly σ-donating alkyl ligands form
223 covalent Cr−C bonds and lower the rising edge position by
224 more than 2.4 eV compared to complex IV.1. The shift to lower
225 edge energy from complex IV.1 to IV.3 is accompanied by a
226 significant increase in the overall pre-edge area. Increasing the p-
227 content with the covalency of the Cr−C bond in IV.3 allows a
228 more efficient p−d mixing in the tetrahedral ligand field. This
229 explains the increase in the pre-edge area.
230 In conclusion, this tailored series of molecular Cr complexes
231 highlights how subtle differences in both formal oxidation state
232 of the absorbing atom, local symmetry, and ligand type greatly
233 affect the shape and intensity of the pre-edge. The mutual
234 influence of the d-electron count at Cr and the σ-donating
235 properties of the surrounding ligands makes a detailed analysis
236 of the pre-edge features indispensable. In the following section,
237 we will focus on the theoretical molecular orbital analysis to
238 explain the shape and intensity distribution of pre-edge features
239 in the Cr K-edge XANES spectra.
240 Molecular Orbital Understanding of the Pre-Edge
241 Features of Cr K-Edge XANES Spectra. 3d metals are
242 characterized by strong electron−electron correlations in the
243 localized d-shell. For the Phillips catalyst, the range of proposed
244 catalytically active oxidation states of Cr varies from Cr(II) to
245 Cr(VI), thus covering d4 to d0 ground state configurations or
246 1s13d5 to 1s13d1 excited state configurations. The variation of
247 the pre-edge shape across the excited state configurations is

f3 248 demonstrated via two approaches. Namely, Figure 3A and B are
249 based on many-body multiplet simulations where all structure-
250 related parameters were fixed either to the tetrahedral or
251 octahedral coordination, with variable electron count in the d-

f4f5 252 shell. Figure 5 is based on the one-electron DFT approach,
253 which underestimates electron−electron correlations but
254 accounts for the real structure of the complex and provides
255 intuitively clear assignments for each transition. The combined
256 approach is demonstrated in Figure 3C.

257In Figure 3A and B, we simulated the transition probabilities
258for the multiplets arising from 1s13dn+1 electronic configurations
259in idealized tetrahedral and octahedral Cr coordination spheres.
260The typical values for the crystal field energies of molecular
261complexes are 0.5−1.0 eV. We found that this parameter has
262minor effects on the shape of the calculated spectra. Therefore,
263only calculations for 0.5 eV are shown. Such model simulations
264are useful to assign the most intense transitions according to
265their term symbols without spin−orbit coupling. We found that
266high-spin states are lower in energy for all configurations under
267study (see Tables S11 and S12). Only quadrupole transitions
268have nonzero intensities in the case ofOh symmetry (Figure 3A).
269The tetrahedral complexes display both quadrupole and dipole
270transitions (Figure 3B), the latter being triggered by an
271admixture of Cr 4p into 3d orbitals. For the empty 3d-shell of
272Cr(VI), only two transitions are expected, corresponding to the
2732-fold and 3-fold degenerate molecular orbitals (eg and t2g in Oh
274and e and t2 in Td). These two transitions, 1T2 and

1E in the
275octahedral symmetry, are separated by a crystal field. The
276relative intensity is determined by the degeneracy of the states
277and the hybridization of 3d and ligand orbitals, i.e., the
278covalency. In the tetrahedral field the t2 states are hybridized
279with Cr 4p states and only one strong dipole transition (1T2)
280dominates in the calculated spectrum. For lower oxidation
281states, Cr(III)−Cr(V), the pre-edge transition consists of two
282well-separated groups of multiplets. The energy splitting
283between them increases with the number of unpaired electrons
284in the d-shell due to stronger electron−electron exchange
285interactions and becomes largest for the 1s13d5 electronic
286configuration in Cr(II). The lowest energy transition in Cr(II),
287for both Td and Oh geometries, is a 5A1 many-electron state. In
288this case, the value for the orbital momentum is zero, due to the
289single occupation of all possible d-states in the excited state
290configuration.
291The real complexes in our library are distorted from ideal
292tetrahedral or octahedral symmetry and contain up to 100
293atoms. In Figure 3C we use a ligand field DFT (LFDFT)

Figure 3. (A, B) Idealized multiplet calculations for Cr(II)−Cr(VI)
ions in the octahedral and tetrahedral crystal field with 0.5 eV strength.
Term symbols are assigned for the most intense transitions according to
their 1s13dn+1 electronic configuration. To account for covalency
effects, the amplitudes for the transitionmatrix elements were estimated
from DFT calculation of tetrahedral (Cr(OH)4)

2+ and octahedral
(Cr(H2O)6)

6+model complexes (see Tables S8−S10). (C) Ligand field
multiplet calculations for selected and experimentally measured
(symbols) complexes.
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294 method,24 a model Hamiltonian concept operated on top of a
295 DFT calculation. It allows obtaining nonempirically all the
296 important parameters (Slater−Condon integrals, spin−orbit
297 coupling constants, and ligand-field potentials) for the
298 calculation of pre-edge structures. A good agreement between
299 experimental and calculated spectra is observed for the relative
300 intensities of the pre-edge features and their splitting. For the
301 tetrahedral III.3, IV.1, and IV.3 complexes the LFDFT
302 approach is consistent with the parametrized crystal field
303 calculations in Figure 3B. In the experimental spectrum of the
304 octahedral complex III.9 (Cr(acac)3) the first pre-edge feature is
305 of higher intensity than the second one. The opposite behavior is
306 observed in the crystal field calculations (green curve in Figure
307 3A). This difference is explained by a difference in covalency in
308 the Cr−Obonds of III.9 and the model complex (Cr(H2O)6)

6+,
309 which was used to estimate amplitudes for the transition matrix
310 elements in the multiplet simulations.
311 For the assignment of the pre-edge features in terms of
312 chemically relevant molecular orbitals, we rely on the B3LYP
313 density functional level of theory as demonstrated in Figures 5

f6f7 314 and Figure 8. Pre-edge spectral features in Cr K-edge XANES
315 spectra originate from quadrupolar 1s−3d transitions that
316 significantly gain in intensity when symmetry-allowed p−d
317 mixing occurs. Such transitions thus depend on the local
318 geometry (ligand field) and the dn electronic configuration of Cr.

319One-electron levels for selected ideal geometries with different
320oxidation states are shown in Figure 4. Empty molecular orbitals
321can accept 1s electrons in both α and β spin states, while only
322transitions from the α (or β) 1s electron are allowed for half-
323filled orbitals. For an empty d-shell (d0 electronic configuration,
324Cr(VI)), α/β transitions are energetically equivalent, thus
325reflecting the energy splitting of the 3d shell imposed by the
326ligand field. The pre-edge feature gains in complexity due to
327spin-exchange interactions between unpaired electrons in
328Cr(V−II) complexes with a d1−4 ground electronic config-
329uration.25 Namely, a splitting of the pre-edge up to several eVs
330can be observed as a result of parallel or antiparallel spin
331orientations between an excited 1s electron and the unpaired 3d
332electrons.
333Figure 5 provides an overview of the dominant 1s to 3d and 4p
334transitions that contribute to the shape of the pre-edge. The
335intensities of the colored bars represent the Mulliken population
336of molecular orbitals multiplied by the transition probability.
337The d-states are further attributed to orbital momentum
338projections, while all the other contributions are marked as s
339and p in the graph. Separate β spin state contributions are
340indicated with a negative sign in the ground state Mulliken
341population. Due to bulky ligands most of the molecular
342complexes or surface sites have a generally low symmetry, thus
343preventing the assignment to a specific point group of high-
344symmetry point group.
345Molecular orbitals with a dominant contribution to the pre-
346edge shape and intensity are visualized on the right side in Figure
3475A−F. The formally Cr(II), d4 complex, II.1, shows weak pre-
348edge intensities below 5992 eV due to the inversion symmetry
349which prohibits 4p−3d orbital mixing in an ideal square-planar
350geometry. Instead, a remarkably intense shoulder appears on the
351rising edge. As shown in Figure 5A, the main d-contributions to
352the shape of the pre-edge arise from the 1s α-transition to the
353empty dx2−y2 (A) and the 1s β-transition to the half-filled dz2 (B)
354orbital. The broad intense shoulder (consisting of C, D, and E)
355originates from 1s to 4pz transitions. The remaining 1s β-
356transitions to the half-filled dxy and dxz orbitals and the empty
357dx2−y2 orbital are hidden in C and D. Generally, pre-edge
358intensities increase when geometry deviates from centrosym-
359metric coordination. The pre-edge of the square-pyramidal-like
360d3 complex III.1 is dominated by two main transitions (A, B)
361that are ca. 1.3 eV apart (Figure 5B). Assuming an ideal square-
362pyramidal geometry, the A and B peaks correspond to the spin
363up (α) and spin down (β) transitions from the 1s to the same
364antibonding dz2/pz orbitals (see Figure 4, Cr(III) C4v

365symmetry). The pre-edge splitting in Cr(III) complexes thus
366reflects the spin-exchange interaction between excited 1s
367electrons and the d3 electronic configuration. The weak
368transition near A and B originates from α/β dx2−y2 orbitals and
369the three singly occupied β-orbitals (dxy, dyz, dxz).
370Complex III.3 has a pseudo-tetrahedral geometry, which
371allows 3d−4pmixing for the t2 set (dxz, dxy, dyz orbitals). The pre-
372edge shape consists of two spin-pairs: A,C and B,D are
373associated with α/β-transitions to the two empty orbitals of
374the t2 set. The observed exchange splitting is ca. 1.4 eV (Figure
3755C). The additional β-transitions have lower intensity and are
376associated with the half-filled dx2−y2 and dz2 orbitals. The
377absence of inversion symmetry is responsible for the character-
378istically intense pre-edge feature, while the presence of one
379unpaired electron in the t2 orbitals reduces the intensity as
380compared to the tetrahedral Cr(IV) complexes.

Figure 4. Simplified representation of molecular orbital diagrams and
1s−3d transitions for selected ideal geometries and Cr oxidation states.
The most intense transitions are outlined in colors.
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Figure 5. Experimental (black) and calculated (red) pre-edge spectra for selected Cr complexes. The intensities of the colored bars represent the
Mulliken population of d and p orbitals multiplied by their transition probabilities. The widths of the colored bars are proportional to the amplitudes of
the transitions. The ground state Mulliken populations of d states with separate contributions from α and β spin states are visualized above each
spectrum. The x-axis corresponds to the photon energy, while the orbital energy eigenvalues are used for the Mulliken population analysis. Selected
molecular orbitals with dominant contributions to the pre-edge intensity are visualized on the right side of each panel. Despite the high symmetry of the
first coordination sphere, several colored bars contain formally prohibited transitions in panels A−F due to the lower overall symmetry of the molecular
complexes.
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381 The Cr(IV) complexes with a d2 electronic configuration have
382 one less unpaired electron, leading to a smaller exchange

383splitting of the two pre-edge features. In IV.1−VI.3withCr in an
384almost tetrahedral coordination sphere, two electrons occupy
385the half-filled e orbitals, while the t2 orbitals are vacant. The pre-
386edge intensity is dominated by 1s to t2 transitions, which are
387separated by ca. 1 eV for α/β spins (peaks A, C in Figure 5D).
388The two weak β-transitions (peak B) correspond to the half-
389filled dx2−y2 and dz2 orbitals of the e set. The energy difference
390between the two sets of β-transitions, B andC, represent the t2 to
391e crystal field splitting energy in the tetrahedral ligand field.
392Complex V.1 (Figure 5E) is characterized by the formally C3v

393local symmetry and a d1 electronic configuration. The α/β
394transitions D3 and D4 originate from the dz2 orbital hybridized
395with pz orbitals of the nearest apical oxo ligand and dominate the
396pre-edge intensity due to the efficient 4p−3d mixing. The
397smaller energy splitting between spin-paired transitions D3 and
398D4 is explained by the presence of only one unpaired electron in
399the ground state electronic configuration. Other weak peaks,
400labeled as A, B, C, and D1, arise from transitions to hybridized d
401orbitals from π contributions to the CrO bond, predom-
402 f8inantly from the dxz and dyz orbitals.
403The C2v symmetrical complex VI.1, with an empty d-shell,
404shows five energy levels in the pre-edge with energetically
405equivalent α/β electronic transitions (Figure 5F). The quasi-
406degeneracy of the dx2−y2, dz2 and the dxy, dxz orbitals leads to
407three sets of electronic transitions labeled as A, B, and C. The
408dominant contribution to the pre-edge intensity arises from the
409orbitals with σ character (dxz, dyz) of the CrO bonds.
410The calculations displayed in Figure 5 show small differences
411in relative intensities and exchange splitting when compared to
412the LFDFT approach in Figure 3C. However, Figure 5 justifies
413the use of one-electronDFT calculations for a correct estimation
414of the pre-edge energies and areas. Further quantitative analysis
415is based on these two parameters of the pre-edge, which are
416easily accessible from any modern quantum chemistry software.
417Classification of the Oxidation State and the Local Cr
418Environment by Using XANES Descriptors and ML
419Algorithms. We designed our library of XANES spectra with
420the objective to unveil the site distribution on silica including the
421identification of catalytically active sites. In a common
422fingerprint approach, the XANES spectrum of the Phillips
423catalyst at every stage of the process is described by one of the
424reference structures from the library with the highest similarity.
425Since a molecular library cannot cover the full range of expected
426parameters (oxidation state, geometry, coordination number,
427metal−ligand bond strength, type of ligand, etc.), an
428interpolation between reference points is required. This task
429can be efficiently solved by means of ML algorithms, which use a
430data set of reference spectra for training. This is an elegant way to
431solve classification problems. In such a way, the local
432coordination motifs for a given experimental XANES spectrum
433can be predicted based on the theoretical training set of several
434hundreds of thousands of structures, e.g., from a Materials
435Project.12a Similarly, principle components of the reference data
436set can be used as descriptors to discriminate between local
437coordination environments12d and the type of ligands.12b Neural
438network is a recognized tool to analyze complex data sets, but its
439practical application requires a huge number of entries in the
440training set.26 Commonly, most studies are restricted to a few
441high-quality experimental references extended by representative
442theoretical models. This is a small database of high dimensional
443objects, since each XANES spectrum contains around 100
444points. To improve the efficiency of ML algorithms, we reduce

Figure 6. Visual representation of the pre-edge and near-edge
descriptors that are used for the ML and linear combination analysis.
The chosen descriptors for the X-ray absorption fine structure are
related to specific physical phenomena; for example, the edge position
is affected by the combination of the Cr oxidation state, the donor/
acceptor properties of the ligands, and the contraction/elongation of
the first coordination sphere (see Section 4.1 of the SI). Additional
XANES descriptors are discussed in Section 4.2 of the SI.

Figure 7. Calculated pre-edge areas and pre-edge centroid energies are
compared to the values obtained from experimental spectra in Figure
2B. The dotted line shows a linear fit to establish a calibration of
theoretical values with respect to experimental ones. Complex II.2 is
omitted from the calibration since this complex contains close layers of
planar molecules in the crystal packing that will affect the experimental
spectrum, while interlayer interactions are not accounted for the
calculations.
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445 the dimensionality of each spectrum by extracting only the most
446 informative features, i.e., appropriate spectral descriptors.27

447 Figure 6 describes several possible choices of descriptors,
448 including the edge energy, the energy and the intensity of the
449 main maximum, the lowest pit energy, the pre-edge area and the
450 pre-edge centroid energy, and the intensity μ(E) of the pre-edge
451 maximum. Combining two or three descriptors together can
452 already provide relevant information about oxidation states,
453 interatomic distances, and ligand types. Calculations can
454 systematically differ from experimental results due to limitations
455 in the theoretical approximations and convolutions or due to

456experimental artifacts. The benefit of using descriptors instead of
457the entire XANES spectra is their calibration ability. In Figure 7,
458we compare pre-edge areas and centroid energies evaluated from
459experimental reference spectra and theoretical simulations (see
460Section 2.3 of the SI for detailed information on the baseline fits
461and Figures S10 and S11 for correlations between pre-edge
462descriptors).
463The linear calibration accounts for the systematic theoretical
464pre-edge energy offset and the underestimation of pre-edge areas
465in experimental spectra due to the overlap with the rising edge.
466This calibration curve is further applied for Cr K-edge
467theoretical XANES spectra and allows combining the exper-
468imental database of molecular references with theoretical spectra
469of possible active sites that are not readily obtained via molecular
470chemistry. Figure 8A shows a 2D scatter plot for pre-edge areas
471and centroid energies derived from experimental spectra. Both
472area and position of the pre-edge increase with increasing
473oxidation state. Within the same oxidation state, pre-edge
474intensities are most pronounced for tetrahedral environments
475and decrease from C4v to D3h and Oh symmetries due to the
476decrease of the 3d−4p hybridization at Cr. Complexes with alkyl
477ligands (III.5 and IV.3) deviate from the general trend and show
478significantly lower pre-edge energies. The dotted line indicates
479an almost linear correlation of the pre-edge area with respect to
480the oxidation state, provided that the type of ligand (siloxide)
481and the coordination number remain unchanged. For pseudo-
482tetrahedral complexes (III.8, IV.1, V.1, and VI.1), this is
483explained by a decrease in the formal d-electron count at Cr,
484making more d orbitals accessible for electron transitions from
485the 1s orbital.
486We complemented the series of experimental complexes with
487Cr(II−VI) silicates of different geometries,21a,28 chroma-
488siloxane ring sizes, coordination numbers, and oxygenated
489byproducts in the presence or absence of ethylene. Low-
490coordinate Cr(II−IV) silicates with one or two alkyl groups are
491also considered here. Such DFT-optimized structures account
492for potential surface sites that are proposed to be present on
493silica surfaces but not really accessible via molecular
494chemistry.1b,2c,d,g,h,5b,29 We also included the corresponding
495structures coordinated with CO to account for potential surface
496sites in the prereduced Phillips catalyst P2 as shown in Figure 9.
497Figure 8B shows the combinedmap including both experimental
498and theoretical structures. The trends observed in Figure 8A are
499also valid for the theoretical data set. Complexes with σ-donating
500alkyl ligands have a higher pre-edge intensity and a lower pre-
501edge centroid energy (compare IV.4 and IV.5 with IV.6 or
502III.24 and III.25 with III.13). Pseudo-tetrahedral complexes
503have a higher pre-edge area than formally octahedral complexes
504(compare III.13 and III.18). Some Cr(II) models with planar
505geometry, e.g., II.4 and II.14, have large pre-edge areas and can
506be erroneously attributed to the Cr(III) oxidation state in Figure
5078B. However, for planar complexes, the overlap between
508transitions to the Cr d states and the low-lying Cr 4pz states
509can introduce uncertainties in the estimation of pre-edge areas.
510An example of such an overlap is clear for complex III.5 in Figure
511 f92B (see also the corresponding panel in Figure S17).
512On the basis of the cross-validation, we have selected optimal
513descriptors for the combined data set of experimental and
514theoretical spectra and trained the Extra Trees30 ML algorithm
515to classify the properties of the Cr complexes. The Extra Trees
516method does not suffer from overtraining and works well even
517for a small number of entries in the training set. The optimal
518number of randomized trees was adjusted between 40 and 200.

Figure 8. (A) 2D scatter plot with pre-edge areas and centroid energies
extracted from the experimental XANES spectra of molecular Cr
complexes (filled circles). The local coordination around Cr is marked
as a polygon according to the corresponding legend on top (triangle =
tricoordinated, square = square-planar, diamond = tetrahedral,
pentagon = pentacoordinated; hexagon = hexacoordinated). The
color coding represents the oxidation state (blue = Cr(II), green =
Cr(III), purple = Cr(IV), red = Cr(V), and orange = Cr(VI)). Model
complexes with siloxide ligands show a linear correlation in the pre-edge
area with oxidation state when the coordination number remains
unchanged. (B) Same as A but with additional data points from
theoretically calculated spectra (hollow circles) as shown in Figure 9.
Theoretically calculated values are calibrated based on the linear fit in
Figure 7 prior to plotting on the same scale with experimental data
points.
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519 Increasing the number of trees does not improve the quality.

f10 520 Figure 10 illustrates the performance of the ML classification by
521 using 2D maps for the best pairs of descriptors in terms of their
522 prediction quality. Qualitatively, if points for different classes are
523 well separated on the 2D map, the chosen pair of descriptors is

524appropriate for classification. Figure 10A demonstrates the

525output of the Extra Trees algorithm which was trained on the
526data points from Figure 8B. The regions in the 2D map are
527classified in domains of Cr oxidation states with an overall
528prediction accuracy approaching 90%. The black stars (P1, P2,

Figure 9. DFT-optimized structures of Cr(II−IV) surface silicates and potentially active sites as proposed in the literature to extend the series of
synthesized molecular complexes. Cr atoms are marked in gray; C, dark gray; O, red; Si, yellow; F, green; and H, white. The silica surface was
terminated by Si−F bonds (except for VI.2 and VI.3, which are used as reported29d) including six- to 10-membered chroma-siloxane rings. Regarding
the prereduced Phillips catalyst, P2, we also included low-valent Cr(II−III) complexes with CO ligands. Commonly proposed Cr(II−VI) active site
structures, with or without ethylene and oxygenated byproducts, are also considered in this database. Note that the second ethylene molecule in
structure II.15 is weakly bound to Cr and therefore not shown in this plot. For simplicity, we used an ethyl fragment to indicate the growing polymer
chain.

Figure 10. Extra Trees classification of the 2D space for the best pairs of pre-edge or near-edge descriptors based on the data set from Figure 8B. The
experimental data from the Phillips catalyst at three different stages of the process (P1−P3) are projected onto each map (black stars). (A) Prediction
of the Cr oxidation state based on the pre-edge centroid energy and the pre-edge area as descriptors. (B) Prediction of average Cr−X (X = O or C)
distances in the first coordination sphere by using the energy of the main maximum of the XANES spectrum and the pit energy as descriptors. All dots
are colored according to the mean distances. (C) Prediction of the quantity of Cr−alkyl bonds based on the pre-edge area and the edge energy.
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529 P3) in the 2D maps correspond to the descriptors determined
530 from the experimental spectra for the freshly calcined (P1), the
531 prereduced Phillips catalyst under CO (P2), and the freshly
532 calcined Phillips catalyst in the presence of ethylene (P3). P1
533 and P2 are readily classified as Cr(VI) and Cr(II) silicates
534 correspondingly.
535 The position of P3 belongs to the corner with low density of
536 training points, and its formal assignment to Cr(V) is therefore
537 not reliable. The lack of training points in this region is not
538 surprising since a tetrahedral arrangement, with oxygen in the
539 first coordination sphere, is the most abundant among Cr
540 complexes in high oxidation state. Alternatively, P3 can be
541 represented by a mixture of structures that differ in oxidation
542 state and the local environment. The dotted line between
543 complexes II.2 and V.2 indicates the evaluated pre-edge areas
544 and centroid energies for linear combinations of two
545 corresponding spectra. The curve is not linear since the pre-
546 edge centroid energy varies nonlinearly in the sum of the linear
547 combination of two pre-edge regions. This trace indicates that
548 P3 can be represented, e.g., by a mixture of Cr(II) and Cr(V)
549 silicates. Other linear combinations are also possible but omitted
550 here for clarity. A more detailed analysis based on linear
551 combination fitting for P1−P3 is described in the next section.
552 Another useful pair of spectral descriptors is shown in Figure
553 10B. The energy of the main maximum and the pit energy of the
554 XANES spectrum are most sensitive to Cr−X (X = O or C)
555 distances in the first coordination sphere. This choice of
556 descriptors is not surprising and follows the semiempirical
557 Natoli’s rule.31 Cr silicates with short bonds show higher main
558 maxima and pit energies. By projecting the spectra of the Phillips
559 catalyst on this map, we note that P3 and P2 are characterized by
560 larger distances (∼1.9 Å), while P1 has an average Cr−O
561 distance of about 1.7 Å.
562 In Figure 10C, we evaluated pre-edge areas and edge energies
563 as the optimal pair of descriptors to determine the number of
564 alkyl bonds. Cr complexes with several alkyl bonds are situated
565 below the main diagonal and are characterized by larger pre-
566 edge areas. At the same time, the edge energies are lower as
567 compared to siloxide complexes with similar geometries (see
568 Figure 2E for comparison). P1 and P3 are located well above the
569 main diagonal of this graph. The presence of alkyl bonds in the
570 freshly calcined Phillips catalyst (P1) and the catalyst under
571 working conditions (P3) can therefore be excluded. This is
572 expected for P1 but rather surprising for P3, suggesting that the
573 fraction of catalytically active Cr-alkyl species is low and not
574 detected. P2, the Phillips catalyst exposed to CO, may be
575 assigned to a model structure with one alkyl bond, likely due to
576 the presence of a fraction of Cr-silicates with CO ligands bound
577 to it after reduction, as evidenced by IR.5a

578 We note several outliers in Figure 10. The first point
579 corresponds to the structure III.5 in the left green region of
580 Figure 10A. The three alkyl ligands bound to Cr atom reduce the
581 pre-edge centroid energy with respect to the other Cr(III)
582 structures with alkoxide and siloxide ligands. The two white
583 circles near P2 in Figure 10B are classified to the region with a
584 1.9 Å distance, but the corresponding structures (III.26 and
585 III.27) formally have average distances larger than 2.1 Å. These
586 structures contain short Cr−O bonds together with weakly
587 coordinated ethylene molecules in the first coordination sphere,
588 making an appropriate classification difficult. Several outliers are
589 also present in Figure 10C. The structures with a planar
590 coordination sphere around Cr, for example, II.4, II.14, and
591 II.17, contain a shoulder on the rising edge that affects the edge

592position and can overlap with the pre-edge region (see also the
593corresponding panels in Figure S18). To overcome uncertainties
594in the classification, the number of descriptors applied for
595training the ML algorithm can be increased.
596Two-dimensional scatter plots are useful for the qualitative
597classification of unknown spectra. ML algorithms can offer a
598better quality of analysis based on any quantity of descriptors.
599 t1Table 1 reports the quality of prediction for oxidation states,

600average distances in the first coordination sphere, and the
601number of Cr−alkyl bonds, based on three optimal pre-edge or
602near-edge descriptors of the XANES spectrum. The pre-edge
603region of the spectrum is sufficient to predict the Cr oxidation
604state and the number of alkyl bonds, while higher energy features
605of the XANES spectrum provide a better accuracy for the
606distance analysis. The use of alternative descriptors for the
607prediction of structural parameters is discussed in Section 4.2 of
608the SI.
609Applying the Linear Combination Analysis to the
610Phillips Catalyst. Industrially prepared Phillips catalysts under
611working conditions contain a mixture of different surface sites
612with a generally low number of active sites. To quantify the
613distribution of Cr sites with different oxidation states, we used a
614linear combination fit (LCF) of descriptors of the reference
615spectra. Selected descriptors of the near-edge region contain
616only important information from the spectrum, can be corrected
617for systematic differences between theoretical and experimental
618references (see Figure 7), and have high predictive power (see
619Table 1). In this section, we compare the results from the LCF of
620descriptors to the ML prediction together with a classical LCF
621applied to the pre-edge only and the full XANES spectrum with
622excluded pre-edge features.
623In the first step, the descriptors are extracted from the
624experimental spectra of the Phillips catalyst at three different
625 f11t2stages of the process (see Figure 11 and Table 2). In a second
626step, we construct linear combinations of all pairs of spectra in
627the library and vary their concentrations. In a third step the
628descriptors are evaluated for every entry in the library of
629mixtures. In the mixture, the pre-edge area varies linearly along
630with the concentration of two components, while the pre-edge
631centroid energy depends nonlinearly on the concentration (see
632for example the dotted line in Figure 10A). Finally, the database
633of descriptors of mixtures can be used for training the ML
634algorithm, or in the LCF by minimizing the L2 norm, with the
635set of descriptors as shown in Figure 6. Similar to the spectra in

Table 1. Prediction Accuracy (%) for Oxidation States and
Other Structural Parameters of Cr Complexes by Using a
Combination of Three Optimal Pre-Edge Descriptors (A,
Area; B, Centroid Energy; C, μ(E)Max.) or Three Near-Edge
Descriptors (D, Main Max. Energy; E, Pit Energy; F, Edge
Slope)a

prediction accuracy (%) [A, B, C] [D, E, F]

oxidation state 90 67
number of alkyl bonds 87 77
average Cr−X distance 74 90

aThe energy of the rising edge correlates with the pre-edge centroid
energy and is therefore indirectly included in the analysis. For the
oxidation state and the number of alkyl bonds, the 10-fold cross-
validation is used to estimate the accuracy, while the R2 (coefficient of
determination) regression score function is evaluated for the average
distance.
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636 the database of the descriptors, all entries are normalized.
637 Normalization implies subtracting the average and dividing each
638 value by its standard deviation for each type of descriptors.

s1 639 Scheme 1 describes the procedure of the LCF.
640 The results from the LCF analysis for P1−P3 are visualized in

f12 641 Figure 12. Each square in Figure 12 corresponds to a best fit
642 using a mixture of two reference spectra with given Cr oxidation

643states. The colors denote the value of the L2 norm between the
644descriptors from the Phillips catalyst and the mixture of two
645reference spectra. The horizontal axis shows the oxidation state
646of the major component in the mixture. As follows from Figure
64712, the best fit for P1 is achieved by using reference spectra of
648Cr(VI) complexes (88%) with only minor contributions from
649Cr(V) sites (12%). The values of the L2 norm for all
650combinations in the right column are very close. We have
651constructed a series of artificial mixtures with similar
652concentrations to what we obtained in all good fits and
653estimated the average uncertainty in the L2 norm to be 0.03 (i.e.,
654this is an average distance between the wrong pair of oxidation

Figure 11. Pre-edge region of the Cr K-edge XANES spectra of the
Phillips catalysts after baseline subtraction: P1, freshly calcined; P2,
after prereduction with CO; P3, after calcination and ethylene exposure
at 110 °C. All raw data were kindly provided by Groppo and
collaborators as originally published.5a

Table 2. Calculated Descriptors from Experimental Spectra
of the Phillips Catalysts That Are Used in the Linear
Combination Fit

descriptor P1 P2 P3

pre-edge area 2.02 0.38 0.70
pre-edge centroid (eV) 5993.15 5989.88 5992.35
pre-edge μ(E) max. 0.69 0.08 0.16

Scheme 1. Procedure for Finding the Optimal
Concentrations of Components in the LCF by Using the
Three Pre-Edge Descriptors (Area, Centroid Energy, and
μ(E) Max.)a

aA quantitative comparison between the sum of two reference spectra
and the spectrum of the Phillips catalyst is performed by using the
descriptors from Table 1.

Figure 12. Results from the two-component LCF applied to the
industrially prepared Phillips catalysts P1, P2, and P3 based on the
procedure outlined in Scheme 1. The cells with the small L2 norm that
cannot be distinguished within the uncertainty of the three pre-edge
descriptors are labeled with their corresponding fractions of oxidation
states. To achieve the best fit for a selected pair of oxidation states, e.g.,
(3,6), we made a loop over all possible pairs of reference spectra with
given oxidation states, namely 3 and 6, and varied concentrations in the
mixture until the L2 norm was minimized. An LCF analysis of the full
XANES spectrum was necessary to exclude the cells (2,2) and (3,3) in
P2 and the combination (2,6) in P3 from the best fits.
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655 states and a true one; see Section 4.6 of the SI for details). In this
656 regard, all combinations in the right column of Figure 12A
657 cannot be distinguished with three pre-edge descriptors.
658 However, the dominant contribution of Cr(VI) in all good fits
659 is about 90%. This agrees with Figure 10A, where the spectrum
660 of P1 has a similar pre-edge area and centroid energy to Cr(VI)
661 reference complexes.
662 The pre-edge spectrum of P2 after prereduction with CO has
663 low intensity and shifts to lower energies (see Table 2 and Figure
664 11). In Figure 10A, P2 is located near the border between Cr(II)
665 and Cr(III) domains. The linear combination analysis indicates
666 a majority of square-planar Cr(II) silicates. For P2, the average
667 uncertainty in the L2 norm is evaluated to 0.03 (see Table S18).
668 Therefore, Figure 12B contains several labeled cells that cannot
669 be distinguished from the best fit. The combinations consisting
670 of Cr(II)−Cr(II) and Cr(III)−Cr(III) sites with a small L2
671 norm in Figure 12B could be excluded from the range of possible
672 solutions based on the LCF analysis of the full XANES spectrum.
673 The pre-edge analysis for the Phillips catalysts treated with
674 ethene, P3, is more complex due to the mutual influence of
675 unreduced Cr(VI) silicates, reduced Cr silicates, and the
676 possible presence of Cr alkyl species active in ethylene
677 polymerization. According to Figure 10A, the centroid position
678 is indicative for Cr(V) silicates, while the overall pre-edge area
679 suggests low-valent Cr sites, indicating a mixture of sites (see the
680 dotted line in Figure 10A between complex II.2 and V.2).
681 Clearly, a multicomponent analysis is therefore essential for a
682 relevant classification of the Phillips catalyst under reaction
683 conditions.
684 P3 is best described by a two-component mixture consisting
685 of Cr(III) (80%) along with remaining Cr(VI) silicates (20%)
686 based on the pre-edge descriptor analysis. A mixture of Cr(V)
687 and Cr(II) silicates with Cr(V) being the major component is
688 less favorable due to the higher L2 norm, consistent with
689 previous findings.2h,32 Here, the average uncertainty in the L2
690 norm for the LCF analysis is evaluated as 0.04. This would
691 require other possible solutions such as the Cr(II)−Cr(VI)
692 combination in Figure 12C. The latter is discriminated when
693 considering the full energy interval of the XANES spectrum for
694 the analysis (see Section 4.6 of the SI for details).
695 Besides the LCF analysis, average oxidation states may be
696 predicted by using the ML algorithm trained on the database of
697 mixtures (in contrast to the training on pure compounds in

t3 698 Figure 10). Table 3 compares the average Cr oxidation state
699 evaluated from the best fit of the classical LCF analysis for the
700 pre-edge and the post-edge of the XANES spectrum. The results
701 from the LCF analysis are compared to the ML-predicted
702 average oxidation state. Therefore, Table 3 contains the output
703 of two independent methods (linear combination fit and Extra
704 Trees algorithm) and two independent regions of the spectrum
705 (pre-edge and post-edge up to 100 eV). Each value is reported
706 by a range that was estimated via the cross-validation approach
707 when predicted oxidation states are compared to the known
708 oxidation states for 50 random artificial mixtures (see also
709 Section 4 of the SI for details).
710 Similar to oxidation states, we expanded the analysis to
711 evaluate average Cr−X (X = O or C) distances and the number
712 of alkyl bonds based on ML prediction and classical LCF
713 analysis (see Section 4 of the SI and Tables S15 and S16).
714 Average Cr−X distances from the classical LCF analysis of the
715 full spectrum are ∼2 Å for P2 and 1.9 Å P3, where P1 shows
716 significantly lower average distances around 1.7 Å, consistent
717 with the results in Figure 10B and the presence of Cr(VI) dioxo

718species. On the basis of ML predictions, we obtained a similar
719trend (1.7 Å for P1, 1.95 Å for P2, and 1.9 Å for P3). The results
720from the LCF analysis show no contribution from alkyl bonds to
721P3 in the best fit, suggesting that the fraction of catalytically
722active Cr-alkyl species lies below 5%, since the detection limit of
723the LCF approach can be estimated around 5% (see Section 4.4
724of the SI for details on the detection limit of the number of alkyl
725bonds). The ML algorithm trained on the three pre-edge
726descriptors suggests the presence of alkyl bonds in P2. This is in
727agreement with the classification in Figure 10C and likely due to
728the presence of a fraction of surface Cr-silicates bound to the
729strongly σ-donating CO ligands, formed upon reduction under
730CO, as evidenced by IR.
731Inspecting the fit pairs with low L2 norms can provide
732additional evidence to elucidate the site distribution on silica. P1
733is described by the monomeric Cr(VI) dioxo-model complex
734VI.I in the best fit pair. For P2, the major fraction is
735characterized by the square-planar surface site II.6 with CO
736coordinated to Cr. For P3, the majority of sites are predicted as
737highly coordinated Cr(III) silicates (III.4 or III.7 in the best fit).
738This is not surprising since the reduction of Cr(VI) silicates in
739the presence of ethylene generates oxygenated byproducts that
740poison most of the Cr(III) sites on silica, leaving only a small
741fraction of unsaturated, likely Cr(III), sites that are active in
742ethylene polymerization.

743■ CONCLUSIONS
744Decoding Cr K-Edge XANES Spectra. Cr pre-edge
745features contain precious information regarding oxidation states,
746local environment, and ligand types. To extract this information,
747we synthesized a series of tailored molecular Cr complexes,
748recorded Cr K-edge XANES spectra, and modeled them within
749one-electron DFT and ligand field multiplet simulations. We
750showed that pre-edge centroid energies increase with the

Table 3. Average Cr Oxidation States from Several
Independent Approaches: LCF Analysis of XANES Spectra
(Pre-edge XANES Region [5985−5997 eV] and the Full
XANES Spectrum [5980−6100 eV] Excluding Pre-edge),
Pre-edge Descriptors (Area, Centroid Energy, and μ(E)
max), and the Prediction by the Extra Trees Algorithm
Trained on 10 000 Mixtures Composed Randomly from the
Reference Librarya

method of analysis P1 P2 P3

LCF of descriptors 5.5−6.0 2.0−2.5 3.2−4.0
best pair for the LCF of descriptors VI.1, V.3 II.6, III.16 III.7, VI.1
ML prediction for descriptors 5.7−6.0 2.1−2.7 3.2−3.8
LCF of XANES (pre-edge) 5.6−6.0 2.0−2.5 3.5−4.1
best pair for the LCF of the pre-edge VI.1 II.6 III.7

IV.6 IV.2 VI.1
ML prediction for XANES
(pre-edge)

5.6−6.0 2.1−2.7 3.4−4.0

LCF of XANES (post-edge) 5.5−5.9 2.4−2.8 3.6−4.0
best pair for the LCF of the post-edge Na2CrO4 II.3 III.4

V.1 IV.2 V.2/VI.2
ML prediction for XANES
(post-edge)

5.4−5.8 2.7−3.1 3.7−4.1

aAlong with the reported best pair for each LCF, other combinations
with a similar L2 norm and average Cr oxidation state exist (see Table
S14). For P3 we obtained an equal L2 norm for the pairs III.4+V.2
and III.4+VI.2, which are both reported. The range for the oxidation
states was estimated separately for each method via the cross-
validation.
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751 oxidation state. Strongly donating alkyl ligands significantly
752 lower the pre-edge/edge position. Pre-edge intensities increase
753 with oxidation state and the deviation from centrosymmetry.
754 Very importantly, XANES spectra from planar complexes
755 display an intense sharp shoulder originating from transitions
756 to low-lying empty pz orbitals that can easily lead to a
757 misassignment of the Cr oxidation state upon the sole analysis
758 of the edge position. Spin exchange interactions split the pre-
759 edge by up to 1.5 eV and dominate over the crystal field splitting
760 for Cr complexes with unpaired electrons in the d shell. The
761 splitting increases with the number of unpaired electrons. Cr2O3,
762 a commonly used Cr(III) reference material, has different pre-
763 edge features as opposed to molecular Cr(III) references. The
764 second pre-edge peak arise from interactions betweenCr centers
765 in the periodic crystal and can overlap with the pre-edge of
766 molecular Cr(VI) complexes. Therefore, restricting the
767 interpretation of XANES spectra to commercially available
768 solid-state reference materials, such as Cr2O3, is highly
769 misleading. This probably explains parts of the numerous
770 debates regarding the proposed structures of surface (active)
771 sites in heterogeneous catalysis and the Phillips catalyst. Overall,
772 we demonstrated the critical need of developing experimental or
773 alternatively computational libraries of molecularly defined
774 environments to fully grasp the origin of pre-edge and edge
775 XANES features in surface sites, where coordination geometries
776 likely defer from bulk structures.
777 Limitation of XANES and Resulting Controversies in
778 Assigning Cr(II) and Cr(III) Oxidation States in the
779 Phillips Catalysts. The ambiguity in assigning oxidation states
780 to surface sites results from the sensitivity of different XAS
781 regions itself. The limitations for using the pre-edge arises from
782 the presence of an intense shoulder for square-planar Cr(II) and
783 Cr(III) species or Cr sites with high and low pre-edge intensities,
784 such as tetrahedral Cr(VI) and square-planar Cr(II) this
785 situation is worsened by the ambiguity of the baseline
786 subtraction in these cases. Furthermore, the presence of
787 metal−carbon bonds in place of metal−oxygen bonds will
788 lower the pre-edge centroid energy for a given oxidation state
789 (see Figure 2). Thus, weak pre-edge features from six-
790 coordinated Cr(III) species may overlap with Cr(II) pre-edge
791 features if Cr-alkyl groups are present. This complicates the
792 analysis of the Phillips catalyst under working conditions, and
793 the full energy range of the XANES spectrum needs to be
794 analyzed in parallel. In case the full XANES analysis fails to
795 resolve the origin of the small fraction in a mixture, descriptors
796 from other analytical methods (EPR shifts or XPS profile
797 parameters for tailored complexes) may be added to the analysis
798 via the described machine learning methodology.
799 The energy overlap of spectral features with high information
800 content explains the difficulty in assigning XANES spectra to a
801 combination of given oxidation states in the Phillips catalyst and
802 thus the long-standing debates in the literature.
803 Supervised ML and LCF Analysis to Classify the
804 Phillips Catalyst. The library of experimental and theoretical
805 spectra provides a basis for supervised ML. We reduced the
806 dimensionality of spectra in the database by extracting pre-edge
807 descriptors. These descriptors help to correct for systematic
808 differences between theoretical entries in the library compared
809 to experimental data and thus use combined database to
810 decipher the oxidation state of Cr in the Phillips catalyst at three
811 stages of the process: after calcination (P1), after prereduction
812 with CO (P2), and after reaction with ethylene (P3). The two-
813 component analysis showed that the freshly calcined catalyst

814(P1) consists of mainly Cr(VI) dioxo silicates, while the
815prereduced catalyst (P2) contains square-planar Cr(II) silicates
816with a fraction of Cr(III) sites, in agreement with previous
817findings. The Phillips catalyst treated under ethylene consists
818mainly of highly coordinated Cr(III) silicates (∼80%) and
819unreduced Cr(VI) sites. Such species are likely not involved in
820polymerization. We do not find evidence for significant
821contributions from Cr(IV) sites, in contrast to what is proposed
822in the recent literature. Major contribution from Cr(II) sites
823may be also excluded if the full energy interval of XANES is
824analyzed. Catalytically active and low-coordinate Cr(III) sites
825with one alkyl bondmay have overlapping pre-edge features with
826Cr(II) sites, and thus the sole use of a pre-edge XAS spectrum is
827not possible to isolate them. Within the proposed library of
828selected compounds, the fraction of low-coordinate Cr sites
829active in ethylene polymerization can be estimated below the
830detection limit of 5% when only single spectrum is used for
831analysis.
832The choice of suitable descriptors based on the analysis of a
833series of tailored molecular complexes and ML is powerful and
834should be implemented as a standard approach. Extensions to
835the EXAFS region and complementary surface-specific
836techniques (EPR and XPS) are straightforward to analyze
837complex heterogeneous materials with a large distribution of
838surface sites. We are currently exploring this approach to
839understand the structure of surface sites of a broader range of
840heterogeneous catalysts.

841■ METHODS

842For the quantitative analysis, we chose three near-edge descriptors that
843are most sensitive to the Cr oxidation state. The pre-edge area, the pre-
844edge centroid energy, and the rising edge energy were calculated for
845each spectrum. The whole spectrum was fitted with an arctangent
846function (see Section 2.3 of the SI formore details) to calculate the edge
847position. A short region of the XANES spectrum near the pre-edge was
848also fitted with a baseline arctangent function, which was subtracted
849prior to the area and the centroid evaluation. To combine both
850descriptors from experimental and theoretical spectra, the latter were
851calibrated based on the data set of 18 molecular model complexes (see
852Figure 7). The calibration curve accounted for systematic differences
853between energy shifts and pre-edge areas and was also applied for the
854descriptors extracted from theoretically calculated XANES spectra of
855hypothetical surface sites. According to Figure 7, these differences are
856linear, in contrast to the behavior of other evaluated features, i.e.,
857momentum of inertia of the pre-edge, which characterizes its spread.
858The origin of discrepancies in the energy shift for experimental and
859theoretical spectra arises from the DFT uncertainties for the core-level
860energies. The underestimation of experimental pre-edge areas arises
861from the overlap of the pre-edge peaks with the rising edge, while 1s−3d
862transitions in general can be isolated. We performed geometry
863optimizations for potential surface sites and pre-edge calculations
864within the DFT B3LYP level of theory using the QZ4P basis set as
865implemented in the ADF-2019 software (see Section 3 of the SI for
866more details). Theoretical pre-edge areas were evaluated in the region
867with large d-DOS contributions (see Figure S18 for more details)
868Therefore, some 1s−4p transitions can overlap with 1s−3d transitions
869in particular for planar complexes. Higher energy transitions were
870calculated within the finite difference method as implemented in the
871FDMNES software. While the XANES region is not discussed
872quantitatively in the present article, we use the full XANES spectrum
873for the edge energy evaluation. The ML analysis was performed by
874using the PyFitIt interface33 inside the Jupyter notebooks (see Section 4
875of the SI for more details). The linear combination fit for the three near-
876edge descriptors was performed as described above.
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